
Wauwatosa School District Facilities Advisory Committee 
Meeting January 16th, 2018 – Highlights  
 
Test Case - a review of McKinley build new versus renovate …just a concept for consideration  
 
Review of Model School – 
 4k – 5 3 sections 
 450 students 
 73,000 square feet 
 
Existing 62,500 square feet 
72,000 proposed 
 
Three floor elevation – could include and for conceptual purposes...new entrance from the new 
addition, new elevator, old administration area would become kindergarden classrooms, 
bathrooms gutted (big work), the existing make shift storage area with stair would come out 
and create a break out space, existing cafeteria has a step down …would keep stair but add a 
wheel chair lift down into the cafeteria.  Renovation would include an addition of a stage 
performance area, existing stage would become a serving kitchen, toilet rooms on that floor 
renovated, gym is in good condition would clean it up to give it a fresh clean look, the new 
addition would provide a new safe and secure entrance.  
Second floor renovation would include – new floors, paint, lightning, - classrooms on second 
floor are well sized, renovate two classrooms for music and art, gut toilet rooms and make ada 
accessible, add a Discovery lab.  
Third Floor – IMC would be above the discovery lab and in new addition, green roof on the new 
construction, rest of third floor refreshed, still very similar to what currently exists.  All existing 
walls remain – cannot change that, cannot improve the envelope of the building so it will still 
remain very energy inefficient.  Pipes would be replaced but cannot create break out spaces 
due to the layout of the building and load bearing existing walls.  
The pulling out of all piping will require new power, HVAC, duct work, full sprinkler, and 
lowering of ceilings.  
24 months minimum construction timeframe due the phasing of the interior construction work 
Comes down to …restore, versus just fix it, versus just build new  
1/3 of green space during construction will be utilized for site logistics  
 
Conceptual Plan is replaced with New Construction – 
Replacement  
Faces North, parental drop off would off the street and in the new parking lot …three stories 
with east/west elevations including a courtyard that would provide outdoor learning spaces 
First floor would include gym, courtyard, and cafeteria, IMC on second floor with learning hub 
and discovery lab.  
Would integrate historical features and try to use some of the existing components from 
original building  



Existing space does not meet educational standards, the differentiation between the old 
building and a replacement would allow for greater control of the building …could lock off 
community spaces so they are contained and do not have access to the rest of the building, 
greater control of the security of building, clustering, can control groups, IMC would allow for 
more collaborative learning 
Construction timeframe would be approximately 12 months.  Can build on existing site.  
 
Discussion from FAC members centered on it makes more sense to build new, but must 
consider the financial over the functionality 
 
The staff and parent survey will help to inform committee of possible strong sentiment toward 
not letting go of old historic buildings.  
  
Committee discussed the importance of communicating with even with a complete renovation 
we are still not achieving desired goals of modern learning environments and collaborative 
spaces. We are essentially putting trying to keep alive a building that has outlived its life span.  
 


